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Learning Related  
Vision Difficulties

Learning is a lot harder when objects appear to  
move and break into two. Together, we can help.
Learning is a lot harder when objects appear to  
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You can have “20/20 eyesight” and still have vision 
problems that significantly hinder the way you live. 

VISION, COORDINATION AND LEARNING 
Vision is the brains way of mentally touching the world. Every day we use our eyes 
to interact with our environment, navigate as we move from one place to the next 
and orchestrate complex day-to-day activities. Yet, sometimes seeing clearly is 
only part of the picture. The eyes must also learn to work together as a team and 
how to coordinate with the rest of the body. Our eyes must cooperate with one 
another to stabilize balance as we go up and down stairs, assist in organizing fine 
motor control when we pour a glass of milk or allow us to scan across a line of 
words as you read this text. All of this takes more than just 20/20 vision, it takes 
well developed 3D vision!

A child is not born with the ability to use both eyes together to see a single 
picture. It is a learned skill that takes many years of practice to get right. Playing 
with blocks, crawling across the floor, learning to stand and taking their first step, 
are all critical in building the ability of the visual system to connect the eyes as 
a team and how to share information with the rest of the body. Sometimes early 
problems with the eyes, or missing an important foundational step, will cause a 
delay in how the eyes learn to interact, ultimately leading to stress on the visual 
system and potentially the entire body.

Often those with eye-coordination problems will have difficulty learning in the 
traditional school setting. They may become motion sick on the bus on their way 
to class or clumsy when playing outside at recess. They may become fidgety 
during assignments or have difficulty paying attention in class as they struggle 
to bring their eyes into alignment. Often they will not know how to explain their 
problem, they just appear frustrated. For those with eye coordination problems, 
words on a page may jumble together or appear out of order. They may lose their 
line while trying to read or misunderstand the meaning of an entire sentence. 
The child is working hard just to keep their place leaving very little energy to 
understand what it says. Eventually, they learn to put down the material and move 
on to do something less challenging or ask a friend to help them understand.

The visual pathways are integrated and connected with almost every other faculty 
of the brain and a visual problem can influence many aspects of development and 
learning. Eyes play a large role in balancing our bodies’ movements, maintaining 
concentration on what we are doing and have a significant impact on short term 
memory and comprehension of our world.
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Proper eye coordination plays a large role in:
• General mobility and coordination
• Maintaining balance
• Hand-eye coordination
• Coordinating movements of the eyes
• Maintaining focus for prolonged periods of time
• Changing focus readily across varied distances
• Following a line of print without losing your place
• Interpreting and accurately processing what you see
• Allowing the brain to heal from injury

• 75-90% of learning comes through the visual system but seeing 20/20 is only 
a starting point.

• 25% of all children have a vision problem significant enough to affect their 
performance in school.

• Over 70% of eye problems are not detectable by testing for 20/20 vision.
• 1 in 10 children have an eye coordination difficulty.
• 6 in 10 children with IEPs in place (Individualized Educational Plan) have an 

eye coordination difficulty
• Traumatic injury can aggravate existing problems or create new ones.

Problems missed while in childhood persist and continue to impact adult life.
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Poor coordination

General body Fatigue

Motion sickness

Signs of a  
Vision Problem

Frequent headaches

Difficulty watching 3D movies
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Being easily distracted  
or inability to focus

Seeing text drift in and out  
of focus when reading or writing 

Losing one’s place while reading

Poor spelling or messy writing

Unusual walking posture  
or head position

Every individual will experience their condition differently and 
symptoms can happen during some activities or levels of fatigue 
and not others.  Often, an individual will learn to avoid activities 
or situations that can cause the symptoms, making it artificially 
seem the like the problem has gone away.

Poor concussion healing
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HOW IT CAUSES PROBLEMS 

Visual Processing
Higher level thought

Decode meaning of sentences
Recognize words

Understand letters and their direction
Moving eyes across a line

Eye Coordination
Advanced eye coordination

Eyes moving as a team
Changing focus

Clear vision
Eyes pointing together

Body Coordination
Moving from one place to another

Holding our body still
Where our body is in space

Since the visual system connects with almost every other 

portion of the brain, issues with the way we see can impact 

almost any facet of life.
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Our brain can only consciously coordinate a set number of 
activities at one time. Each new task added that must be 
consciously controlled causes stress on the system. In fact, most 
people can only focus on one or maybe two conscious activities 
at a time. The less proficient we are with each task, the more focus 
it requires. The more we practice at a given task the less attention 
it requires. With extensive practice the mental pathways become 
almost background and require very little attention, making room 
for more simultaneous activities to be added.

Visual Processing
Failure of lower order systems can have a profound impact on the 
energy left over to interpret information. If the vast majority of our 
mental capacity is consciously controlling our body position or our eye 
coordination, very little is left over to understand the information being 
given. Short term memory, reasoning abilities and healing a concussion 
can be negatively impacted.

Imagine having to think to breath. While thinking of every breath it 
would be hard to pay attention in class or learn new material.

Eye Coordination
Eyes must move as a team in an easy manner that is easy to maintain for 
extended periods of time. The harder it is for the brain to bring the eyes 
into alignment, the less energy is left over for higher order activities.

Imagine trying to trace a line or read a set of instructions that is 
constantly jumping around on a computer screen. It would be very hard 
to focus on the material as it jumped from one spot to the next.

Body Coordination
Problems with general body posture and coordination of movement 
take priority over higher level activities. If a person is having problems 
holding their body upright or moving it from one position to the next, 
the brain will focus on these tasks. A person must be able to hold their 
body in the desired position without much effort before attempting to 
interpret their surroundings. Imagine trying to read a novel or perform 
a math problem while riding a roller coaster that is randomly changing 
direction without notice.
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Vision can either be supportive to how we interpret the world or it can 
hinder our experience; it is never in-between. Think of it as a leaver 
stuck between assistive or destructive. If the visual system is working 
properly, the information from the eyes is used to assist our other 
faculties making tasks easier. This is the desired situation. If the visual 
system is not working properly, the visual input can be inconsistent 
with other senses causing confusion and disrupting how we perform 
tasks. A visual issue can make simple tasks like walking or reading a 
line of text become extremely challenging. In fact, if the visual system 
is deficient enough, a person may learn to no longer trust their visual 
senses and avoid using their eyes to guide their actions.

Problems with the visual system do not always start with the eyes. 
Often, problems with other forms of body coordination can leave little 
energy to maintain proper eye muscle coordination. 

When we are born our visual system is uncoordinated and we must 
learn each how to use our eyes to see the world through practice and 
repetition. As time moves on the coordination required becomes easier 
just like any other skill we learn in life.
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Think of tying your shoes. The first time was rather difficult 
requiring a lot of conscious effort, a little help from a loved 
one and a fairly quiet environment. As time moved on, you 
required less assistance and maybe even got it right after a few 
tries. Now, after years of practice, you can tie your shoe while 
carrying on a conversation with little effort not even paying 
attention to the act of tying your shoes.

Some people have challenges that prevent or slow down the 
learning of ocular coordination. Pathways can be absent from 
childhood due to ocular issues or can be damaged through 
trauma. Each inefficient pathway causes stress on the system. 
Much like a car pulling a load of trailers, each impediment adds 
weight to the load the brain has to ‘pull’. The more impediments 
the more power focused on dealing with these issues, the 
slower everything goes.

Poor Laterality  
Skills (Reversals)

Poor Monocular 
Focusing Skills

Reduced 
Peripheral 
Awareness

Blurred Vision/
Uncorrected 

Eyeglass 
Prescription

Auditory-Visual 
Integration 

Issues

Impaired  
Eye Teaming 

(Losing Place)

Poor Visual 
Memory

Poor Phonetic 
Awareness Skills

Poor Pen Grip

Poor Core 
Strength
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WHY IS IT MISSED? 
Testing for these types of visual coordination skills is not necessarily 
required in a general routine eye examination, and children quite often 
won’t complain or mention any symptoms. Detection often depends on 
a more detailed assessment in addition to the general eye examination. 
Without a specific testing problems of the visual coordination system 
can go on for years without being found.

Many children with academic difficulty may have a visual skills 
dysfunction in addition to the primary learning disability or reading 
dysfunction. Even children who excel at their current grade level may 
have subtle underlying imbalances in their eye muscles that they are 
coping with. Other children compensate by touching, getting closer, or 
moving around in an attempt to interpret their environment. However, 
some are not able to cope and tend to disengage and avoid reading. 
Often children will appear inattentive and hyperactive. Many of the 
symptoms of functional vision dysfunction overlap with ADHD. Visual 
dysfunction can cause problems other than just blurred vision.



Accommodative 
Insufficiency

Accommodative 
Infacility

Letter 
Inversions

Word 
Inversions

Form 
Perception

Peripheral 
Awareness

Convergence 
Insufficiency

Convergence 
Excess
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WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE

ACCOMMODATIVE PROBLEMS 
The eye has the built in ability to change focus depending on the 
distance of an object. The muscles must flex when looking up close 
and relax when looking in the distance. Sometimes the muscles 
involved do not work correctly either by not flexing enough or 
flexing too much. This can cause the words to be continually blurry, 
go in and out of focus from time to time or be blurred for a few 
seconds and then clear after changing focus distance.

VERGENCE PROBLEMS 
Eyes must be coordinated to move towards one another when 
looking up close and move further apart from one another when 
looking in the distance. When this system develops incorrectly 
words can become jumbled, slide into one another or split into two.

LATERALITY AND FORM PERCEPTION PROBLEMS 
Long term eye coordination problems or trauma can lead to 
difficulties in interpreting what the eye is seeing properly. 
Letters can appear to be the wrong direction or jumbled while 
reading. Words can appear to have letters in the wrong spot 
or out of order. Entire sentences can stop making sense or be 
skipped entirely.

VISUAL PROCESSING DYSFUNCTION 
Higher level difficulties can result in letters and words not being 
in recognizable patterns. Letters can appear as unrecognizable 
symbols. The brain no longer has the ability to understand the 
interaction between letters and how they form into words. 
Understanding how one word connects to the other and how 
the flow of information connects can become difficult and 
require intense concentration.
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GOALS FOR TREATMENT AND 
TREATMENT OPTIONS 
Just like learning to ride a bike, there are several steps to learning to 
perform any complex task. We may start with training wheels and a loved 
one guiding our path. As time moves on, the reliance on aids decreases 
until the activity becomes “ingrained” or subconscious and thus easy to 
do without having to concentrate. Soon, we are riding our bike and able 
to concentrate on the environment around us forgetting that we are even 
doing the mechanical tasks required to ride the bike in the first place. 
However, if the mechanics are hard to do because we have for example 
a leg not functioning properly, it will always distract us from enjoying the 
experience of riding the bike and it will become frustrating. Reading is no 
different with compared to eye movement ability. 

Treatment for ocular co-ordination difficulties is broken down into several 
specific steps that teach the foundational eye teaming skills and gradually 
reduce the amount of support required until the task becomes easy (and 
enjoyable!). Our facility is specifically designed to allow for step-by-step 
treatment of large full body issues down to specific eye muscle treatment. 
Using scientifically proven methods our team will teach you to:

• Recognize when the difficulty is happening.
• Overcome the difficulty when it is happens.
• Perform a task to a proficient level without the difficulty arising.
• Incorporate the task as part of a complex activity with concentration.
• Sub-consciously perform the complex activity without active 

thought required.
• Maintain the level of gains achieved.
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IN OFFICE THERAPY: 
The highest level of therapy and most effective way of dealing with 
higher level issues is to have a training program designed by our team 
and executed in the office. Here we have access to the cutting edge 
tools (both computerized and in “free space”) at the right time in 
the training program. A rehabilitation team provides doctor directed, 
dynamic training adapting on the spot to your level of progress. This is 
the gold standard of therapy and provides the most effective and most 
tailored treatment. Certain issues require in office therapy and cannot 
be resolved with other methods.

AT HOME THERAPY: 
In office training always needs to be augmented with additional 
exercises at home. Specific devices or exercises may be assigned 
to be performed outside of the office. These will speed up gains 
and help to maintain them between sessions. Once severe conditions 
are brought under control, at home therapy may be employed to 
finish the training. Certain conditions are mild enough that at home 
therapy by itself may resolve the issue.

COMPUTER ASSISTED AT HOME THERAPY: 
One popular method of “at home therapy” utilizes computer 
controlled programs that adapt to the level of performance and 
continually provide your results and data directly to our team in real 
time. This approach is only used in isolation when the condition is 
mild and not affecting academics. 

In addition to dealing with the ocular-coordination issues present, our facility 
provides access to other therapy that are often required for full treatment.

• Speech-Language pathologist – correct any language issues that 
may be present.

• Occupational Therapist – adapt the working environment to 
alleviate postural or physical difficulties.

• Psychologist – assist with emotional or psychological issues 
exacerbated by the difficulty.

• Sports Medicine – rehabilitation for concussion patients to facilitate 
healing and prevent relapse.

• Audiology – deal with concurrent conditions involving the ear.
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We are a non-eyewear dispensing facility but can provide optical prescriptions.

Improve .   E n h a n ce .   Ma in t a i n .


